
                              

                                                                                                                                                            

MASTER‘S COURSE ‘GLOBAL STUDIES – A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE’ 

Plagiarism 

Please be aware that there is no excuse for plagiarism within this Master’s course. Students that will 

submit essays and/or master thesis with plagiarism should count with serious consequences with 

regard to the grades, the supervision of their master thesis and the acceptance by the second year 

university. 

 

Here you will find some good advises on how to avoid plagiarism worked out by the team of the 

module 710. 

 

Why avoid plagiarism? 

1. Plagiarism of facts. If you do not explain where your information comes from, your reader cannot 

assess the reliability of your argument, and will rightly distrust your conclusions. Plagiarism is a 

sign that you did not bother to check the evidence on which your argument is based. 

2. Plagiarism of words. This is dishonest. It also stunts your intellectual development by encouraging 

habits of mechanical, imitative thinking. It encourages you to write with your mind disengaged; 

naturally, this shows up in slipshod writing and thinking. Finding the right language is an essential 

stage in building a historical argument, while using the language of others prevents you from 

developing an independent approach to intellectual problems. If you continually rely on the ideas 

and arguments of others, and even on their way of expressing those ideas, you will never develop 

the capacity to think through problems independently. 

 

The dangers of plagiarism and how to avoid it? 

The integrity of learning and scholarship depends on a code of conduct governing good practise and 

acceptable academic behaviour. One of the most important elements of good practise involves 

acknowledging carefully the people whose ideas we have used, borrowed, or developed. All students 

and scholars are bound by these rules because all scholarly work depends in one way or another on 

the work of others. 

 

Therefore, there is nothing wrong in a student using the work of others as a basis for their own work, 

nor is it evidence of inadequacy on the student’s part, provided they do not attempt to pass off 

someone else’s work as their own. To maintain good academic practice, so that a student may be 

given credit for their own efforts, and so that their own contribution can be properly appreciated and 

evaluated, they should acknowledge their sources and they should ALWAYS: 

I) state clearly in the appropriate form where they found the material on which they have based 

their work, using the system of referencing specified by the Department in which their 

assignment was set; 

II) acknowledge the people whose concepts, experiments, or results they have extracted, 

developed, or summarised, even if they put these ideas into their own words; 

III) avoid excessive copying of passages by another author, even where the source is 

acknowledged. Find another form of words to show that the student has thought about the 

material and understood it, but stating clearly where they found the ideas. 

 

If a student uses the work of another person without clearly stating or acknowledging their source, the 

result is falsely claiming that material as their own work and committing an act of PLAGIARISM. This is 

a very serious violation of good practice and an offence for which a student will be penalised. 


